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American Exceptionalism in Parole Supervision
Parole Supervision Rates in the United States and Europe, 2013 Rates per 100,000 Adult Residents
 
Notes:
1.  European countries were excluded when adult population counts were not available or when parole supervision figures were not reported.   
 The countries for which adult population counts were not available were Monaco and San Marino. The countries for which parole 
 supervision counts were not available were Andorra, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Germany, Iceland, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Malta, Montenegro,   
 Romania, Slovak Republic and Slovenia.
2. In Council of Europe data for 2013, some categories of community supervision cannot be definitively classified as equivalent to parole super-
 vision in the U.S. When in doubt, this chart includes all such ambiguous categories in its calculations of European parole supervision rates.
3. The very low rate in Serbia (0.01 rounded to 0 in the report) can be attributed to a lack of resources. While post-release supervision is   
 authorized by law, the country is struggling to implement it.
4.  The authors would like to thank Robina Institute Research Associate, Jason P. Robey, for his contributions to this report. 
Sources:
1.  Marcelo F. Aebi & Julien Chopin, Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics: SPACE II survey 2013: Persons Serving 
 Non-custodial Sanctions and Measures in 2013 (2015), available at http://wp.unil.ch/space/files/2011/02/Council-of-Europe_
 SPACE-II-2013-E_Final_150205.pdf).
2. European adult population counts: United Nations, World Population Prospects 2013, available at 
 (http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DVD/).
3.  UK adult population counts: UK Office for National Statistics, UK Population by Individual Country of Birth - Mid 2013; 
 Data downloaded from: http://goo.gl/LyG7NE.
4. United States parole rates: Bureau of Justice Statistics, Probation and Parole in the United States, 2013 (2014), 
 available at http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/ppus13.pdf.
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In 2013, the parole 
supervision rate for the 
U.S. states was almost 
four times the rate for 
European countries 
included in this report. 
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